May 2016

**NEWS.** Registration is open for the Texas-EU Business Summit 2016. [bit.ly/txeusummit]

**NEWS.** UTGI Trainers Deliver Junior Faculty Pedagogy Workshop in Pakistan for DOS, SAI Program. [bit.ly/jwuppedagogy]

**NEWS.** Over 60 participants from all over the US, Canada, South Korea, and Italy attended the 16th annual Texas Linguistics Society student-organized conference "Lexical Aspect and Temporality." [bit.ly/linguisticsconf]

**NEWS.** The Department of Germanic Studies introduces a new German-Scandinavian-Dutch major. [bit.ly/gsdmajor]

---

**Events**

**5/2** Seeing and Moving: How Eye Movements Improve Vision and Action (Dr. Spering, University of British Columbia) • [bit.ly/seeingtalk]

**5/2** An Isolated Early Maya Public Monument from Belize: E-Groups as Stages for Community Ritual (Dr. Astrid Runggaldier, UT Austin) • [bit.ly/belizeseminar]

**5/2** Maps of Rage/ Maps of Respect: Moralized Cartography and Trans-American Migration (Dr. Brousseau, UT Austin) • [bit.ly/carloslecture]

**5/2** Making Visible the Unseen: Memory and Reconciliation in Divided Korea (Dr. Kim, University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee) • [bit.ly/kimtalk]

**5/2** Peace & Justice Day (African and African American Studies) • [bit.ly/peacejusticeday]

**5/2** Reported Speech with the Verbum Dicendi "Say" in Prime Minister's Questions (Dr. Reber, University of Würzburg) • [bit.ly/verbumdicendi]

**5/3** Grab Your Crown & Come On Down: Julie Murphy on Dumplin' (Julie Murphy, author) • [bit.ly/dumplinchat]

**5/3** Modern Islam Book Club • [bit.ly/rsislambookclub]


**5/3** Variations: Mutual Intelligibility of Varieties of German and Germanic Languages (Germanic Studies) • [bit.ly/mutualintelligibility]

**5/4** MALCS Graduate Portfolio Plática (Valerie Ann Martinez, UT Austin) • [bit.ly/malstalk]

**5/4** Lynching in Texas: A Historical Retrospective (roundtable) • [bit.ly/historylynching]
5/4 Diaspora Talk (Dr. Winters, Wayne State University) • bit.ly/talkwinters
5/4 Russian Conversational Hour (Dr. Cotev, UT Austin) • bit.ly/russianhour
5/6 Malice of the Human Heart: Sexual Assault in the Northern Borderlands of Spanish Texas and Coahuila (Liz Elizondo, UT Austin) • bit.ly/humanmalice
5/6 Native American & Indigenous Studies Awards Reception • bit.ly/niaisawards
5/6 Government Spending Multipliers under the Zero Lower Bound: Evidence from Japan (Dr. Nguyen, Santa Clara University) • bit.ly/nguyenecon
5/6 Mountains, Geomorphology, and Viticulture in Southern Spain: Between a Rock and a Hard Place (Dr. Pérez, UT Austin) • bit.ly/geoperez
5/6 10th Polish Festival in Houston • bit.ly/polishfestival
5/9 Rome Study Abroad Program Orientation Session • bit.ly/orientationrome
5/10 Texas-European Union Business Summit 2016 • bit.ly/txeusummit
5/10 Computer Assisted Language Instruction Consortium (Center for Open Educational Resources and Language Learning) • bit.ly/calicoconf
5/10 Year of Open (Dr. Bass, Georgetown University) • bit.ly/yearofopen
5/12 SALT 26: Semantics and Linguistic Theory (conference) • bit.ly/salt26conf
5/12 Wrestling History: Points Along a Journey of Discovery Hidden in the Temple (Angelbert Metoyer) • bit.ly/wrestlinghistory
5/12 Machiavelli’s Art (Dr. Barcenas, Texas State) • bit.ly/machiavellart
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